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Recently we all received a “Policy Statement” from CAHU addressing our concern about the recent reductions in 
commission schedules for agents. Below find the message that CAHU brings to the public square on our behalf.  
The theme is simple … we are consumer advocates where the CA consumer of health insurance looks to for 
advice and help when purchasing individual, family or group health insurance.  
 

“CAHU is concerned with the sustainability of agent compensation. We believe agents must be fairly 
compensated for their work. Recent carrier decisions to further reduce commissions threaten the 
number of agents who serve California's consumers, especially in the small group and individual market 
segments. 
 
California agents serve more than half of individual consumers and more than 90% of the group market. 
CAHU is meeting with regulators and working on behalf of agents and California consumers to ensure 
they will have access to licensed professional agents. We are monitoring these actions closely to ensure 
compliance with AB 1163 and other laws, which CAHU supported or sponsored to protect agents.” 

 
Many, and I, believe that the recent reductions to our compensation by almost every insurer makes it impossible 
for agents to continue to serve the public as they have in the past and survive. This hurts the consumer even 
more than it hurts us. It hurts the CA consumer directly. Without the help of agents, where will Californian’s turn 
for help? 
  

• Have you tried to get through to any of the insurers for any consumer issue?   
• Have you tried calling Covered CA? 
• No luck? 
• Experienced impossibly long waiting times? 
• Were you able to get an answer or help even if you did get through? 
• Do you believe the public is having any more success than you?  

 
Do insurers, or for that matter Covered CA, offer the attention, personal advice or time necessary to help those 
poor lost souls looking for help finding the plan or insurer that fits them or their needs best?   
 
Do you think Company A will offer the best possible advice? Will a representative from Company A ever direct 
the consumer to Company B if Company B has a better fit? Of course not.  
 
Truth be told, the changes to our commission schedules has hurt Californian’s even more than it has affected 
agents; and that in a nutshell is the “big picture”.  
 
The process, rates, limited networks and poor to non-existent insurance companies’ customer service 
departments have made finding one’s way through the health insurance purchasing maze almost impossible for 
the average Joe.  If you think that a web sites with endless links to policy details without an agent  to address 
questions is “the answer” for the average consumer (as many insurer’ appear to believe even as I write), you 
simply have not worked with the average consumer and live in a parallel universe devoid of reality.   Buying 
health insurance is not like purchasing tooth paste at Walmart. Making a poor health insurance decision can and 
often does have dire health and financial consequences.  
 
Let’s tell this story and bring our message to light.  Our message is truthful, honest and compelling. If a clamor 
from Californian’s is loud enough, and the message clear enough … that Californians can no longer find an agent 
willing to help them because agents are no longer compensated fairly for their work or time, then … maybe .. 
just maybe … the Media, Covered CA, other government agencies charged with protecting the consumer and an 
outcry from the “Public at Large” will help reverse this hurtful trend.  
 



Raise a clamor. Be bold! Let’s not shrink from every opportunity to explain how Californian’s are being hurt by 
those that no longer appear to be concerned about the public’s ability to find the help they need that agents 
provide.  
 
Take our light out from under the night stand and put it out in the open for every person to see. We want and 
deserve fair pay for our efforts. Californians need agents, and agents need fair pay so that they can resume 
helping Californians just as we had in the past. 
 
Agents hold the consumers’ needs as paramount. It has been the objective of agents to provide the best service 
possible for every client. In most instances agents have met or exceeded these objectives. Recent changes in 
compensation by many of the insurance companies in the Individual/Family Marketplace, are forcing the agents 
to make changes, just as many doctors have over the past few years when insurance companies reduced their 
pay to unsustainable levels.  
  
Agents understand the ever increasing complexity of choosing a plan that will meet the specific needs of the 
public as the public struggles to fit health insurance into their budgets. 
 
Folks confronted with shrinking networks, higher deductibles, higher co-insurance, higher out of pocket 
maximums and higher rates, find the effort to find the right plan confusing and daunting.  
 
We also understand the difficulty of applying for subsidies through Covered CA. Poll after poll has emphasized 
the importance Californian consumers place on the role of the agent.  Unfortunately many insurers no longer 
appear to recognize the critical role agents play. Their new compensation arrangements reflect this change of 
attitude. The consumer and the public are the ultimate losers as a result. 
 
Your thoughts or comments would be greatly appreciated. 
 
  
  
 


